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One of the main features of long term installment loans is that the borrowers can repay the loan
amount in installments. Actually, long term installments loans are allowed to be repaid within 5 and
25 years if the loan seekers avail the finance in secured form. For unsecured form of the same
finance program, the borrowers are allowed to pay up the amount within 1 and 10 years. Yes, long
term installment loans can be secured in secured and unsecured form.

Amount of loan in secured form is quite good and the borrowers can make use of it for buying a
home or a piece of land or a vehicle of the latest model. They can refurbish any part of their old
home too. They can fetch an amount within Â£5000 to Â£75000 for which interest is charged at
favorable rates. It is an imperative that the loan seekers looking for long term installment loans in
secured form are to place some valuable assets as a pledge. The finance providers can take hold of
the pledged property if they do not get back their investment within the stipulated tenure. When the
borrowers fail to clear the amount they have obtained, the lenders warn them and remind them. If
this does not produce expected result, the lenders grab the said property finally.

Long term installment loans in unsecured form are available within Â£1000 to Â£25000, but it is not
attached to any collateral. This is to suggest that collateral is not necessary in this case. Interest is,
however, charged at higher rates.

The loan seekers can surf the net and carefully read the terms and condition provided in the specific
websites. Several options for long term installments loans are available in the websites. It is
possible to compare and find difference among the finance schemes. Better it is to go for one which
is befitting to the fiscal status and demands of the loan seekers.

Eligibility criteria for long term installment loans are quite simple. The applicant must be an over-18
British citizen and he must be a holder of savings account. His earning in every month must be
sizeable (at least Â£1000). He must be rendering services to some registered establishment.
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